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Who was Auntie Maud?
Sad to say Auntie Maud has long, long departed from this world.  But she was a 
remarkable person - she would go out into her garden wearing her slippers, pinafore and 
hair net. I say wearing but I think that they had long merged into her skin.

Yes, she was a real person, but I have changed her name out of respect.  Despite the 
poverty in which she lived she was one of the happiest and kindest person I have ever met
in the whole of my life. 

I get angry about the way a few wealthy people manipulate the truth for their benefit 
leading to health and climate catastrophes. But, if she were alive today, not Auntie Maud.  

She never got angry and would have quietly set about growing healthy vegetables for the 
people suffering from the bush fires with a smile on her face.

We all have a lot to learn from Auntie Maud. Here is the story of how she would have 
coped with the bush fires, the technical facts are just that - facts. The story is fiction and 
any resembles to myself and my sister is pure coincidence - a statement  as true as that 
the current bush fire crisis has nothing to do with climate change.

Auntie Maud and the veggie shortage from the bush fires

She rarely even approached her maximum speed 
of 0.5 m.p.h which she could just achieve with her 
walking frame so the 50 metres to her garden 
would take at least 20 minutes.

At first sight you would think she was the village 
moroness (if there is such a word) but my hunch is 
all that time shes was planning the simplest way of 
doing whatever she had set her mind to. 

And I have to admit that if you looked at her garden
you would be impressed thinking it the work of a 
twenty year old. 

So I dedicate this article to Auntie Maud and 
suggest if you are looking for technical 
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sophistication you move onto to another article such as 
https://pickandeat.shop/introduction-to-gbiota-beds/ 

Let’s see how she would go about making Wicking 
and Gbiota beds.

For a small Wicking box she would just take a 
regular storage box.

Then fit a straight though connection near the base.

She would fill the base with some compost mix and
then top up with soil, and poke a stick through the 
hole to make a channel through the soil.
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She would use soft plastic pipe to connect a bend 
and another longer piece to make the overflow - 
and there would be her Wicking Bed.

She can then twiddle the overflow to adjust the 
water level, or most important, drain when needed.

If the soil pipe collapsed, as they do eventually, she
would just get out her hot-air gun, heat up the 
plastic connection with her arthritic hands, poke the
stick back through the soil  and that would be that.

Of course she could, if she wanted, fill the bed by 
putting a hose onto the drain pipe but she would be
just as likely to sprinkle water onto the top of the 
bed,  Auntie Maud did everything for simplicity.

And of course Auntie Maud, being Auntie Maud, 
was a bit of a compost recycling freak; she would 
have a compost cum worm bin in her bed for her to
recycle her food scraps.

If she wanted more production, she would go for an in ground bed.  She wouldn’t even 
think about doing the digging herself. Digging in slippers with walking frame is just not the 
sort of thing she would attempt, so it would be plan B.
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How Auntie Maud would make an in ground bed
She would make a heavily drugged chocolate cake.

I don’t think she would have used opium, as I think 
she had this theory about life that there was 
invisible radiation in the world which would 
disintegrate her body.

But the heat from her wood stove, which never 
went out would keep it at bay.  Maybe the steam 
from the always-boiling kettle would keep the 
radiation at bay but I don’t think she ever moved 
more than fifty metres from her stove.

She did have a remarkable collection of herbs and 
may be one of these was from the Papaver 
Somiferum, the opium poppy.

So she would invite some gullible nephew and 
niece over for cake and give them one slice of the drugged cake.  Then, in her devious 
way, she would ask if they would like a second helping.  Of course they said yes.  

"Well I have just a tinee winee little job to do in the 
garden so why don’t you help me then we can all 
have a second slice and relax."

The tinee winne little job was digging a trench 
about ten metre long and about 200 mm deep.

She had already bought some 2 metre wide plastic 
sheeting so she new that allowing for 200mm each 
side the width of the bed had to be 1.6 metre wide.
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But she also knew that it has to be level so the kids 
had to fill with water and check is was level.

So they (they being the kids while Auntie Maud 
watched) laid in the plastic and filled the base of the
bed with what the kids thought was just rubbish, but
was in fact good organic material. Then put all the 
soil back on top so the bed was some 100mm 
above the ground level.

Auntie Maud may look a bit of a moroness but she 
clearly understood that the bed must have some 
soil above the ground level so the roots of the 
plants never got completely saturated - at least for 
any length of time so the water must have 
somewhere to drain after heavy rain.

She (or rather she would get the kids) to lay the 
plastic sheet and  an agi pipe into the trench.

As she understood that the surface must be at least
100mm above the home soil level she would get 
the kids to fill the base of the bed with organic stuff.

She never threw anything away, so there was 
plenty of rubbishy-looking stuff - but it would all rot 
down.

Then she (or the kids) would back fill with the old 
soil - with maybe a bit of organic material - which 
she knew to be essential.
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She also wanted to be able to see the water level in the bed, so just to show willing, she 
got our her little trowel and dug a small inspection hole and congratulates the kids on the 

grand job they had done together.  That’s Auntie 
Maud for you.

So they all agreed they had done a grand job and 
went inside and finished of the chocolate 
completely - after which the kids seemed very 
sleepy and woozy, so spend the night with Auntie 
Maud.

Auntie Maud goes high tech (for her)
In the morning over breakfast (Auntie Maud did very good breakfasts) she said to the kids 
"you know I have been thinking".  And the kids knew that Auntie Maud thinking meant a lot 
more work - which was not good - but even more chocolate cake - which was much better.

"Last night while you were asleep I went onto the internet and read how converting a 
Wicking Bed to an external reservoir meant you could easily flush and drain the beds, 
sucking in fresh air to the soil, which made is a lot more healthy."

"It is a system called Gbiota ™ Beds which was developed to improve Gut Biota which is 
essential for health.

So this morning why don’t we convert, you can help me and later we will have some more 
chocolate cake."

The kids knew that ‘we’ meant ‘them’, and were a bit surprised when Auntie Maud actually 
did the first conversion herself. 

And it was just so simple - all she did was connect 
her Wicking Bed to a bucket which she simply lifted
and lowered so water run into and out of the box. 

One up for Auntie Maud!

In fact she used  an old Wicking bed she had made
a long time ago and was just sitting in the back of 
her shed.

Auntie Maud was worse than any man, never 
throwing anything away, just putting it in the back of
her ginormous shed.
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 All she did was whip of the old drain pipe and 
replace it with a long piece of flexible pipe.  "This is 
going to be a doddle" said the kids, "no digging just 
chocolate cake," thought the kids. "Yipee!"

But the celebrations were a bit premature as Auntie Maud said, "Now we have to do the in 
ground bed - and that will involve a bit of digging."  The kids knew that  Auntie Maud’s ‘bit 
of digging’ could mean hours and hours of hard work as they dug out the old bed and 
replaced it with a new one.  

But today was there lucky day as she said, "All we have to do it dig a deeper hole at the 
end of the old bed, line with plastic film to make an external reservoir, and we are done."

Now Auntie Maud’s version of "we are done" meant ‘all morning’ but the thought of 
chocolate cake kept them going.

They dug the hole lined with plastic, then unfolded the end of the old bed so the water 
could flow back into the reservoir.

But the old pipe was too, short so Auntie Maud showed them how to cut a short piece of 
pipe, slit it length wise then join onto a longer piece of pipe.

She then poured water into the other end of the pipe and, sure enough, it filled the 
reservoir.

"I am just testing the levels are correct," explained Auntie Maud, and the kids began to 
think she wasn't the total moroness they thought, which for a kid' is pretty remarkable to 
think that someone as old as Auntie Maud could actually have intelligence.
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"Now," she explained, "if we just lie the pipe flat on the base the water will just flow straight
through without wetting the soil. So, we must make a little dam and lay the pipe over the 
dam.  Then the water will flow out of the holes and wet the soil but when we turn of the 
water it will slowly drain out through the dam, it’s a leaky dam."

The kids understood all this very well, but they couldn’t understand how Auntie planned to 
get the water out of the reservoir and back into the soil in the main bed.

Just then, Joe from the village came to deliver a 
solar pump that Auntie had ordered.

She put the pump in the water, pushed the solar 
panel into the ground, and connected up a bit of 
pipe to the other end of the, and sure, as sure the 
water started to flow back out from the reservoir 
and into the bed.  The kids were duly impressed.

"Now," she said, "we don’t want the pump running 
all the time so we better makes some shade." So 
she put a couple of compost bins around the solar 
panel so the pump turned on and off automatically.

"Now," she said, "we just need to connect the 
reservoir to the sump and we will are almost 
finished."

The kids couldn't see how she would fit the float 
valve into the plastic film but Auntie just fitted it into 
an old box which sat at the bottom of the water 
reservoir and that was that.

"I’ll just put the seeds in and then we can go in for 
chocolate cake,"  which sounded decidedly good to

the kids.

"But Auntie," the kids asked, "why did you go to all that trouble to make the system 
automatic when you never go anywhere.?" 

"Well," she said, "I just don’t want to think a can’t go for a holiday if I wanted to just 
because I have to stay at home to water the plants."

The kids decide adults are just weird
This made no sense to the kids but the chocolate cakes was good but they were a little 
worried that is may be full of opium which would turn them into drug addicts so they asked 
Auntie what they put in the cake to make it taste so good and make them feel so happy, 
was it opium?
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"Don’t be silly," she said, "it is just Basil and honey, it makes a sweet and sour taste which 
is very nice."

"But why have you made the bed so big, Auntie?" They continued.

"Well, with all this bush fires people are going to be short of vegetables, which help people 
be healthy so I am growing some and I will sell on the internet."

Aunties image as the village moroness clicked down a couple of notches, so the kids 
wanted to ask some more questions - like was the bush fires the result of climate change.

"No," said Auntie, "there has always been bush fires, but when it was not so hot and dry 
the firemen could put them out. What climate change has done is when there is a bush fire
it is so hot and dry the fire is so strong and ferocious that they can’t put it out and it just 
keeps on burning for months doing terrible damage."

"It is just like food," she went on, "we don’t get sick just because we eat bad food, and 
neither does eating healthy food make us healthy.  It is just that if we eat healthy food our 
bodies become strong and can fight of anything that is causing us harm."

If she had ever gone to school she may have said it is an indirect consequence, but she 
hadn’t so she just said, "it is just one of those funny things in life."

So why do we have climate change and bad food, Auntie? They asked.

They had never seen Auntie so chatty as she went on talking about social injustice and all 
sorts of things the kids had no idea what she was talking about.

The kids develop a brain theory
But afterwards the kids had a little chat together.  "You know? I have an idea," they said.  
"Look at us kids; we play together, we don’t care if our friends are red, white or blue, we 
just share our toys and have fun together."

That’s not quite true they decided, those purple three legged kids who say they come from 
Xinidonia in outer space never share there little balls they carry around with the all the 
time.

That’s because if the look at someone and squeeze those balls that person just 
disappears in a puff of smoke so they don’t want the adults to get them.

"There must be something funny about our brains when we become adults," they decided. 

"When we are kids it is all about having fun but when we turn into adults a bit of brain 
changes so all we will think about is money and fighting and horrible stuff to that is why 
adults are so miserable."

"But Auntie Maud is never miserable or cross - even though she has to waddle around on 
her climbing frame and has terrible arthritis. How can that be?" They asked themselves.
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"May be it’s all that chocolate cake with Basil and honey, perhaps it stopped her brain 
changing when she turned from a kid to an adult."

So there and then they took a blood vow, and decided they would eat lots and lots of 
chocolate cake with sage and honey so they kept their kids brains and never turned into 
adults.

And they both lived happily ever after.

The end.

Well not quite the end.  The story may be half truth and half fiction, although Auntie Maud 
was a real person, but the facts are facts and  both climate change and the ‘fat in the 
wrong places’ diseases like diabetes, dementia and obesity are real and man-made.  

They are also totally soluble by man. There is enough energy falling on the earth from the 
sun to power all of mankind and we know exactly how to harness the energy, but we lack 
the mental and social energy to overcome the lies and manipulation of a few. 

We know exactly to grow food which will make us healthy, but we prefer to believe the lies 
in the adverts. And, if we were to grow food in healthy soil, we would be harvesting billions 
of tonnes of carbon from the atmosphere.

We just lack the will-power.

Humans have just never experienced the situation where we are tracked and information 
stored to use to manipulate out thinking and control our actions.

The combination of modern technology and globalisation has given us unprecedented 
capacity to manufacture products but the benefits are not being spread among the global 
population but going to a very small minority of people.

But as they say that is not the end of the world, but the way we are destroying our capacity
to grow health food is well on the way.  

Micro farms
My contribution is to encourage and facilitate micro farms where people can buy fruit and 
vegetables grown in biologically active nutrient rich soil which improved gut health 
essential for our overall health.

Gbiota beds are highly productive and the inputs are largely compost from waste and rock 
dust to provide minerals while water usage is drastically reduced.

The www.pickandeat.shop web site enables people to buy fruit and vegetables while it is 
still in the ground soil can be harvested and delivered the same day which is what fresh 
really means.

Anyone can help, gardeners with the skills can grow healthy food, and people with a bit 
more land can create a micro farm industry to provide healthy food to those that don’t have
the land, time or skill.
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Micro farming provides gainful employment to people who just want a better life style than 
the obsessive focus on technology for it’s own sake which is a negative feature of modern 
society. 

This is a social movement which I hope you join to make the world a better place for our 
grand kids to live in. It is often said that we are the most successful species because of our
intelligence and ability to use tools, but just as essential is our ability to cooperate together.

Start by emailing me at colinaustin@bigpond.com saying you want a better world for your 
grand kids.
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